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PAWHUSKA SCHOOL STADIUM 

LOCATION: Lynn and 19th Streets, Pawhuska, Oklahoma 040, Osage County 113 

CLASSIFICATION: building; public; public acquisition--N/ A; occupied; unrestricted; present 
use--recrea tion I education 

OWNER: Pawhuska Board of Education, 1505 N. Lynn, Pawhuska, OK 74056 

LOCATION OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Osage County Courthouse, Pawhuska, OK 74056 

DESCRIPTION: excellent; altered; original site 

Rectangular in shape (25' x 154'), the Pawhuska stadium consists of a superstructure of 
poured concrete that rises to a level of nine tiers. The exterior walls are constructed of 
untooled and randomly laid native sandstone. Pre-formed concrete blocks cap and decorate 
the parapets and the stepped pilasters adjacent to entryways beneath the stands. Red bricks 
are fashioned into friezes above and below small windows, while sills, lintels and jambs of the 
windows are also of bricks. Brick work above the main doors between the pilasters provides 
additional decoration. The addition of a press box has not impeached the architectural 
integrity of the structure. 

SIGNIFICANCE: 1936-1937; architect/builder: unknown 

As a WPA structure, the Pawhuska stadium is significant architecturally because of the 
blending of native stone with brick and the capping of pilasters with pre-formed concrete 
materials. Unlike other stadiums, this one alludes faintly to art deco themes. The structures 
also suggests the broad interpretation WPA officials gave to "useful" public structures, 
appreciating that recreation and athletic activity was just as "useful' as armories and city 
halls. That the stadium is still in use demonstrates just how "useful" it was and the nature of 
its long-range contribution. Of course, construction of the structure also provided job 
opportunities for destitute workers who had lost their jobs and most of their self-respect as a 
result of the depression that plagued the land in the 1930s. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DAT A: 

Acreage: less than one acre 

UTM: 14 738630 4061980 

Quadrangle: Pawhuska, Okla. 
1:24,000/7.5 min. 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION: From the corner of 19th and Lynn streets, go east 540 
feet as a point of beginning, then south 210 feet, east 50 feet, north 210 feet, and west 50

feet, in School Preserve, Pawhuska original plat. 

PICTURE REFERENCE: 109-a; 109-b 


